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Stakeholder Role Interviewed Joined Years
Aarti Chandna Board 4/5/2022 2013 9
David Dill Board 4/13/2022 2018 4
Lisa Jones Board 4/4/2022 2016 6
Nancy Heinen Board 4/7/2022 2008 14
Paul Work Board 4/11/2022 2001 21
Rekha Pai Kamath Board 4/8/2022 2017 5
Rick Tinsley Board 4/5/2022 2015 7
Paul Traina IIWG 4/5/2022 2018 4
Tony Stayner IIWG 4/11/2022 2014 8
Werner Goetz IIWG 4/12/2022 2018 4
Bill Brownell IIWG 4/6/2022 2012 10
Celeste Ford IIWG 4/19/2022 2012 10
Praneetha Manthravadi IIWG 4/15/2022 2020 2
Jody Chang Staff 4/27/2022 2008 14
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Impact Investing Priorities
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The order of priority was remarkably consistent across all stakeholders:

1. Learning – learn by doing, experiential learning, continuous learning, learning from each other, learning 
about changing trends and truths, a safe place to learn, learning from failures, learning from those more 
experienced. Learning is also SV2’s primary differentiator in a crowded donor-supporting marketplace and 
the main value proposition to both new and long-standing Partners. 

2. Impact – making a difference and driving real impact across multiple dimensions of thematic impact, 
providing “but for” risk capital, “valley of death” funding, activating other pools of capital, and advancing 
education, awareness and human capital.  Demonstrating evidence of impact and SV2 contribution 
beyond the dollar is very important to stakeholders: the top measure of success is answering, “Did we 
make a difference?” 

3. Return of Capital – recycling of capital in support of continued learning and driving impact is the primary 
financial objective, and consistent with SV2’s charitable purpose. 

4. Return on Capital – the opportunity for a return on capital is important to demonstrate viability of impact 
investing and as an incentive for Partners to participate in sourcing and vetting deals, co-invest, and to 
grow the budget for future allocations.  No consensus on what a return threshold should be as this is in 
the eye of the beholder. Suggest a target portfolio return of 3%-5% to cover administrative costs plus 
inflation and to not jeopardize charitable status of SV2 by not making profit an objective.



What Does Success Look Like
in 3-5 Years?
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Demonstrated positive impact from investments – top mention

Improved quality and consistency of deals through better sourcing and screening

Engaged more Partners in impact investing

Attracted more new Partners due to strength of impact investing learning

Expanded the scope of educational offerings and experiential learning

Activated more capital for impact

Professionalized program with staff support



“Can’t be All Things to All People”
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If SV2 can’t be all things to all people, then where should it focus to have the greatest impact?

Geographic focus – tension exists between desire for Partner growth/retention and a preference for being in a 
community of people from where you live and work. Silicon Valley roots and networks is a strong brand 
differentiator and attraction for entrepreneurs, other chapters, and new Partners.  Recommend piloting San 
Francisco chapter before extending. 

Geographic tension also exists in focus of investments and impact in the U.S. or abroad.  Recommend 
accommodating both to engage more Partners, generate more deal flow and broaden learning opportunities. 

Impact focus – Individual giving and impact investing interests will always be as varied as the people making 
them. Recommend being mostly impact agnostic to engage more Partners, emphasize learning as a priority, 
drive more deal flow, and shift to a diversified portfolio approach. 

Learning focus – tension between learning and doing as separate Partner led efforts with different agendas. 
Some want to focus exclusively on direct investing in start-ups, others want to learn about impact investing 
across asset classes, investment structures and impact strategies.  Recommend reintegrating the IIWG and IIIC 
as single steering/working group with staff support to ensure that allocation of resources accommodates both. 



“Can’t be All Things to All People”
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If SV2 can’t be all things to all people, then where should it focus to have the greatest impact?

Asset Class Focus

A singular experiential learning focus on vetting seed and pre-seed impact ventures is unique to SV2 among SV 
chapters and other impact investing donor supporting entities such as TONIIC or TPW.  However, this excludes 
learning about effective impact investing across all asset classes and the spectrum of impact investing 
strategies, both of which are of growing importance to philanthropists and SV2 Partners. A decision needs to be 
made to either broaden the learning or remain narrowly focused.  

Recommend broadening the learning agenda while providing deep-dive experiential learning opportunities in 
impact venture (equity, high risk, intensive, market-rate return objective) AND a new area of place-based, 
equity-focused concessionary capital that spans asset classes and impact strategies and is aligned with the 
strategic plan. (More on this in subsequent slides.)



Educational Curriculum 

Deep Dive Experiential Learning



SV2 Value Proposition
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The long-term mission is effective philanthropy, the longer-term value proposition is being part of a community

Forum for guided hands-on experiential learning

SV2 allows you to spend time on what you want to learn; makes your time efficient

Joining a professional organization that helps it members keep abreast of changing trends and truths of
philanthropy and impact investing
Continuous learning and community – Many of us stay beyond the initial skill building for continuous learning 
and learning from each other. 

Observation: The Partners themselves are central to SV2’s value proposition for both new and long-time Partners.  Tapping into 
the collective wisdom of SV2 Partners to conduct research, due diligence and make a difference in the world is a key benefit 
that should be reflected in marketing and social media through pictures, partner features and narrative that illustrates Partner
social gatherings, learning sessions, mentoring, pitch sessions, and beyond the dollar activities.  And to reinforce SV2s brand,
unique positioning in the donor supporting ecosystem and its social compact with the larger community. 
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1. Lacking consistency in quality and experience due to volunteer efforts, need more staff support

2. High dissatisfaction by IIWG Partners carrying the workload, want more staff support

3. Time constraint is a top issue for most Partners and if SV2 works for them or not.  A mix of in-person 
and virtual meetings are a must. More in-person social gatherings to foster community connection, 
and more education and pitch sessions online.

4. Selecting investments by committee has become unwieldly and inconsistent – time for more structure

5. Need more disciplined approach to impact measurement, evaluation and postmortem learning

6. Lacking shared vocabulary, framework and understanding of impact investing and program 

Pain Points



Virtuous Cycle
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Suggested Improvements
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Currently a pitch mill “factory mindset” to process deals. Less experiential. Partners love learning, discussion, give and take.
Learning and doing are separate. To improve and grow program need less widgets and more discussion and learning. 

Better screening to generate fewer pitches but with higher probability of being funded and larger check sizes on fewer deals.

Need staff support for consistency and to reduce variability of experience and quality of deals and vetting from Partner led 
format. 

Reintroduce structured learning and discussion as part of impact investing curriculum. Outside speakers, reading and 
discussing publications and books. 

Stronger onboarding and orientation process, building intentional new Partner cohorts, and buddy/mentorship opportunities 
to create common language, shared understanding of program goals, and lasting community. 



Adopt a Portfolio Approach
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Adopt a portfolio approach to define objectives, impact thesis, guideline and guardrails, and that engages 
more partners across a variety of impact structures and learning opportunities:

• Diversified by impact, geography, asset class, risk and return profile, liquidity, learning
• Provides framework for sourcing, screening, vetting, approval, monitoring and reporting
• Generates more predictable returns to fund ongoing cost of administration
• Improves fiduciary oversight of charitable assets (if in-house)

Return

Impact

Geography Liquidity

Risk



Co-Investment Opportunities
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Have you co-invested?
• No. Conflict of interest concerns and lack of clear guidelines.
• No. Not until clear conflict of interest policy.  SV2 needs to be squeaky clean. 
• No. Limited time and resource capacity at present, more for professional development
• No. Pulled back from angel investing; good deals go to insiders. Want to see deals with most impact. 
• Yes, but not in favor of co-investments as a growth strategy for SV2 unless it generates revenue and growth
• Yes, but only one out of 30 pitches. Hard to attract good deals at our small check size. 
• Yes, after SV2 invested. Participated on due diligence team. 

Would you Co-Invest?
• No.  Deals are not aligned with my area of impact focus
• No.  I have other opportunities for investments. 



Co-Investing & Conflicts of Interest
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Most Partners and Board Members are not that concerned with any actual Conflict of Interest

• Perceived conflict is more of issue that actual conflict
• Perceived conflict should be avoided at all costs to maintain SV2 brand integrity
• Most agree that disclosure of any family ties or financial gain and recusal from voting is sufficient
• Partners’ perspectives on deals they have invested in is highly desired – allow participation in vetting, but not voting
• Material conflict if SV2 investment financially benefits a co-investor, their family or controlled entities
• Procedures and meeting minutes (call for any conflicts) need to be documented and enforced 



Form Syndicates / SPVs?
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Only if it generates revenue and Partner growth

Devil is in the details. Skeptical of expanding beyond Partners given level of administration, record keeping and reporting. Move slowly in this 
direction and without jeopardizing nonprofit status. 

Let’s improve and professionalize internal practices before offering anything externally

In favor of offering co-investment to other SV chapters, but it takes a lot of work

Crowdfunding under $5 million avoids SEC registration and is an opportunity to support early funding to social entrepreneurs who are challenged 
raising capital – I would work on this

If SV2 starts a fund it must be much more disciplined. Running a fund is a whole different line of work. Not a problem that needs solving. 

I can already invest alongside, so why create a fund?  Wouldn’t add anything for me. I have other outlets for where to invest.  (Views impact 
investments more like grants, as an “output” of their foundation.

Aggregating others’ money would help with larger check size and therefore more attractive to entrepreneurs.  But concerned about engaging 
entrepreneurs or fund managers and then we don’t invest. For example, Charles Hudson of Precursor Ventures. He pitched as a favor to the 
group, and we passed.  He certainly didn’t need our small check size. 

Predominant view is one of skepticism or hesitancy with current volunteer-led model. 
Preference to professionalize current program before considering fund for external 
investors. 



Preferred Use of DAF Assets
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1/ 3 have no strong opinion or felt it was a strategic board/leadership decision with some 
preference for supporting the entire organization since the original capital came from all Partners 
and because a return of this size was not expected, nor can it be predicted to occur again. 

2/3 preferred support all SV2 programs and priorities, with a portion wanting at least 50% going 
back to the impact investing program to increase the size and/or number of investments that can 
be funded over time.  
No one suggested 100% for additional impact investments, nor did anyone voice support for 
funding operations or recurring expenses such as increased staff support.  

Using funds for one-time costs to enhance the program was acceptable. 



Preferred Use of DAF Assets
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Recommend 50% allocated to impact investments for use over three years (but no less than 30% to 
match original split between grants and investments.  

• Funds to be spent over three years and to cover consulting costs in support of task force goals 

• Provides incentive for IIWG participants to generate returns to grow future allocations 

Impact Assets Balance 5/2/22
Value of Investments $592,388
Cash Balance $646,078
Total Portfolio Value $1,238,466
Fee Requirements -$41,688
Available to Invest $687,766

Allocation % 50% 60% 65%
Cash Balance $687,766 $687,766 $687,766
Allocation $ $343,883 $412,660 $447,048
Spread over years 3 3 3
Annual "bonus" $114,628 $137,553 $149,016
Program support $25,000 $25,000 $25,000
Available for Investment $89,628 $112,553 $124,016
Deals at $25,000 4 5 5
Deals at $50,000 2 2 2
Deals at $100,000 0 1 1



Incorporating DEI
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The GIIRC, as a board subcommittee that approves investments, should be responsible for ensuring 
DEI practices are incorporated and that data is collected and reported to show inclusion and diversity 
of recipients of investments.  Add responsibility to committee charter. 

Opportunity to fund founders of color through funds – but strong opposition to funding funds. 
Would like to see that change. 



Key Decisions
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1. Where should the board focus activities to achieve the most learning and impact, and 
improve Partner experience? 
• Off the table (e.g., slow 2 pitch/month expectation)
• Start doing (e.g., update conflict policy and protocols, allocate cash to IIWG, integrate 

IIWG and IIIC)
• Revisit later (e.g., syndication/SPVs, external co-investments, 

2. What works streams and sequencing of activities are needed?
• Governance structure and decision-making authority (develop a matrix)

3. How to fund greater staff or outsourced support of program
4. Evaluate potential solutions for deal flow
5. Evaluate Impact Assets and other services for capacity to meet needs (RFP process?)




